Detecting sentinel lymph nodes of varying site in endometrial cancer patients
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Objective: We report three cases of sentinel lymph node identification in endometrial cancer patients that each present different location of pelvic sentinel lymph node.

Methods: The da Vinci Xi model was used by single surgeon to perform staging operation with sentinel lymph node biopsy. All three patients were pre-operatively diagnosed with stage I endometrial cancer and showed no distinct lymph node enlargement on pelvic magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography. A total of 4 mL of indocyanine green (ICG) was injected at 3 and 9 o'clock direction on cervix, and we biopsied the identified sentinel lymph nodes for pathologic confirmation.

Results: The sentinel lymph nodes were detected from various locations of pelvis even though process of sentinel lymph node detection were identical for each surgery. All lymph nodes were found to be negative of malignancy and there was no post-operative complication.

Conclusion: The sentinel lymph node detection during robotic surgery in endometrial cancer patient is widely accepted procedure in gynecologic oncology field. However, it should be noted that sentinel lymph nodes can be detected from varying locations of the pelvic cavity, not necessarily near-the-injection-site.
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